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ERRATA AND ADDENDA.
Page 5, line 3, for muttons,2 read, multons.8
5, line 5, for bucks,3 read bucks.2
18. With reference to the facsimile of Letter VX, it should be noted that this
does not differ from other original letters of the period, the address being
always at the back, and the signature at the foot of the folio, however wide
the space might be between it and the last words of the letter. These two
points we have been obliged to aoeommodate to our page; in other respects,
the lithograph is an exact facsimile of the original.
40, The heading of Letter 23, for Erom the Same to the Same, read Erom
Archbishop Warham to Cardinal Wolsey.
40, line 15, Courtopscefc, sic in original, but it should have been' Courtopsfoet,'
for Court at Street, vulgo Courtup Street, i.e. the manor of Street, inLimne.
It was at the Chapel of our Lady here that the " Holy Maid of Kent" practised her impostures.
67, line 5, for the reference p. 50, read p. 64
87. The woodout of Sir Thomas Burton should have been inserted at the top
of p. 88.
120. The inscription to Sir Thomas Bullen has been worked off at the foot
of the figure, instead of being placed, as on the tomb itself, over the head.
It was originally at the foot of the tomb ; but as that adjoins the eastern
wall of the church, it was probably transferred thence to its present position
for facility of reading.
124. In the commencement of the paper a reference is made to the " Inquisitiones post Mortem in the Appendix to this Volume." We have been compelled by want of space to defer the insertion of these " Inquisitiones " till
our next.
195, line 23, for hould, read should.
213, line 20, for incenced, read incensed.
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